FRIDAY
8:00 AM Riders Meeting in Chalet
2:15 PM ProAm/Impaired Stock 8-12 Drivers Meeting in Staging
2:30 PM Pro Open Riders Meeting in Staging

8:30 AM 120 STOCK 6-7 Practice
8:40 AM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 Practice
8:45 AM 120 Improved Stock 6-7 Practice
8:50 AM ALL JR NOVICE 10-13 Practice
9:00 AM 120 CHAMP 6-12 Practice
9:10 AM JR 14-15 Practice
9:20 AM ALL TRANSITION 8-12 Practice
9:30 AM SPORT Practice
9:40 AM JR 16-17 Practice
9:50 AM ANATEUR 16+ Practice
10:00 AM PRO AM WOMEN Practice
10:10 AM PRO AM PLUS 30 Practice
10:20 AM PRO LITE Practice
10:30 AM TRACK MAINTENANCE Practice
10:55 AM 120 CHAMP 6-12 Practice
11:05 AM 120 STOCK 6-7 Practice
11:10 AM 120 Improved Stock 6-7 Practice
11:15 AM JR NOVICE 10-13 Practice
11:25 AM 120 CHAMP 6-12 Practice
11:35 AM JR NOVICE COMBINED Practice
11:45 AM JR 16-17 Practice
12:00 PM TRANSITION LIMITED Practice
12:15 PM PRO AM WOMEN Practice
12:20 PM TRANSITION COMBINED Practice
12:25 PM JR 16-17 Practice
12:40 PM JR NOVICE LIMITED Practice
12:45 PM PRO AM PLUS 30 Practice
12:55 PM ANATEUR 16+ Practice
1:05 PM SPORT Practice
1:20 PM PRO LITE Practice
1:30 PM INTEMISSION Practice
1:50 PM 120 STOCK 6-7 FINAL
2:00 PM JR NOVICE COMBINED FINAL
2:10 PM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 FINAL
2:20 PM 120 Improved Stock 6-7 FINAL
2:30 PM JR NOVICE 10-13 FINAL
2:40 PM 120 CHAMP 6-12 FINAL
2:50 PM JR NOVICE LIMITED FINAL

SATURDAY
8:15 AM Riders Meeting in Chalet
11:00 AM Pro Lite/ProAm/Women Drivers Meeting in Staging
1:30 PM Pro Open Riders Meeting in Staging

8:40 AM 120 Champ Practice
8:50 AM Amateur #1 Practice
9:00 AM Transition 8-12 Practice
9:10 AM Adaptive Practice
9:20 AM Junior 14-15 Practice
9:30 AM Sport #1 Practice
9:50 AM Junior 16-17 Practice
10:00 AM Track Maintenance Practice
10:20 AM 120 Champ Round 1
10:30 AM Amateur #1 Round 1
10:50 AM Transition 8-12 Round 1
11:00 AM Adaptive Round 1
11:10 AM Junior 14-15 Round 1
11:20 AM Sport #1 Round 1
11:55 AM Junior 16-17 Round 1
12:05 PM Pro Am Women Practice
12:15 PM Track Maintenance Practice
12:35 PM 120 Champ Round 2
12:45 PM Amateur #1 Round 2
1:05 PM Transition 8-12 Round 2
1:15 PM Adaptive Round 2
1:25 PM Junior 14-15 Round 2
1:35 PM Sport #1 Round 2
2:10 PM Junior 16-17 Round 1
2:20 PM Pro Open Practice
2:40 PM Pro Lite Practice
3:00 PM Track Maintenance Practice
3:30-4:45 Pro Autographs
3:30 PM Pro Am Women Round 1
3:30 PM Pro Lite Practice
3:45 PM Junior 14-15 Final
4:00 PM Transition 8-12 Final
4:15 PM Adaptive Final
4:30 PM Junior 16-17 Final
4:45 PM Sport #1 LCQ
4:55 PM Pro Lite #1 Round 1
5:25 PM Pro Am Women Round 2
5:35 PM Amateur #1 Final
5:50 PM Pro Open Practice

7:00 PM Opening Ceremonies
7:20 PM Pro Open Rd #16 Final
7:40 PM Pro Lite #1 Final
8:05 PM Pro Am Women Final
8:25 PM Pro Open Rd #16 Round 2
8:45 PM Pro Lite #1 LCQ
9:00 PM Champ 120 Final
9:15 PM Sport #1 Final
9:35 PM Pro Open Rd #16 LCQ
9:45 PM Pro Lite #1 Final
10:05 PM Pro Open Rd #16 Final

FRIDAY CONTINUED
3:00 PM JR 14-15 FINAL
3:10 PM TRANSITION COMBINED FINAL
3:20 PM TRACK MAINTENANCE Practice
3:30 PM Pro Am Plus 30 Practice
3:40 PM Pro Open Practice
4:00 PM TRACK MAINTENANCE Practice
4:20 PM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 Practice
4:25 PM ANATEUR 16+ FINAL
4:35 PM TRANSITION LIMITED FINAL
4:45 PM SPORT FINAL
4:55 PM PRO AM PLUS 30 FINAL
5:05 PM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 Round 1
5:10 PM JR 16-17 FINAL
5:20 PM PRO AM WOMEN FINAL
5:30 PM Pro Am Plus 30 Round 1
5:40 PM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 Round 2
5:50 PM Pro Open Practice
7:00 PM Opening Ceremonies
7:20 PM Pro Open Rd #15 Round 1
7:40 PM 120 Improved Stock 8-12 Final
8:00 PM Pro Am Plus 30 Round 2
8:20 PM Pro Open Rd #15 Round 2
8:40 PM Track Maintenance Practice
8:50 PM Pro Am Plus 30 Final
9:10 PM Pro Open Rd #15 LCQ
9:25 PM Pro Lite Showdown FINAL
9:50 PM Pro Open Rd #15 FINAL

SUNDAY
7:00 AM Pro Lite, Amateur, Jr. Novice, Sport Drivers Meeting
10:00 AM Pro Open Drivers Meeting In Staging
7:25 AM Amateur #2 Practice
7:35 AM Jr. Novice 10-13 Practice
7:40 AM Sport #2 Practice
7:50 AM Pro Lite Practice
8:05 AM Track Maintenance
8:15 AM Amateur #2 Round 1
8:30 AM Jr. Novice 10-13 Round 1
8:40 AM Sport #2 Round 1
9:05 AM Pro Lite #2 Round 1
9:25 AM Track Maintenance
9:35 AM Amateur #2 Round 2
9:50 AM Jr. Novice 10-13 Round 2
10:00 AM Pro Lite #2 Round 2
10:20 AM Amateur #2 LQC
10:25 AM Track Maintenance
10:35 AM Pro Open Practice
10:55 AM Sport #2 Round 2
11:20 AM Pro Lite #2 LQC
12:00 PM Opening Ceremonies
12:20 PM Pro Open #17 Round 1
12:40 PM Pro Lite #2 Final
1:00 PM Sport #2 LQC
1:10 PM Pro Open #17 Round 2
1:30 PM Jr. Novice 10-13 Final
1:50 PM Amateur #2 Final
2:05 PM Pro Open #17 LQC
2:15 PM Sport #2 Final
2:35 PM Pro Open #17 Final
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